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RENEWABLE ENERGY 
EMPOWERING ASEAN | One of the fastest growing energy markets in the world lies in Southeast Asia.  
According to the report by The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) on the  
Overview of Economic Outlook for Southeast Asia, China and India 2019, Southeast Asia is forecast to continue  
to grow by 5.2% in 2019-2023, faster than the rate posted in 2012-2016.

To meet the growing demands for secured and sustainable energy, ASEAN Member States are working to  
expand coordination across borders and create a broader regional energy grid. This is in line with the theme 
of the 2016-2025 ASEAN’s Plan of Action for Energy Cooperation (“APAEC”) 2016-2025: “Enhancing Energy  
Connectivity and Market Integration in ASEAN to Achieve Energy Security, Accessibility, Affordability, and 
Sustainability for All.

Many opportunities lie in the challenges that still remain. Despite rapid economic development, many parts of 
ASEAN remain under-electrified. Some of the obstacles faced by governments of ASEAN Member States include 
attracting the necessary foreign investment, shortage of policies and weak regulatory framework, limited  
resources for clean energies, lack of consumer awareness on renewable energy (“RE”), and difficulty in obtaining 
funds to finance RE projects.

On 23 September 2016, energy ministers from across ASEAN met at the 34th ASEAN Ministers on Energy Meeting 
(“AMEM”) to accelerate efforts to boost RE deployment in the region. A joint study on the potentials, costs 
and benefits of RE in the region have been produced by the International Renewable Energy Agency and the 
ASEAN Centre for Energy entitled “Renewable Energy Outlook for ASEAN – a Renewable Energy map analysis”.  
This serves as a road map providing detailed technological and sectoral options for ASEAN countries to close  
the gap between the current and targeted share of renewables in the RE mix.

Currently, ASEAN Member States are on track to source 17% of their combined total primary energy supply  
from renewables by 2025. However, to achieve the target of 23% by 2025 set by ASEAN at the 33rd AMEM,  
the region must rapidly accelerate the deployment of renewables development.

This publication aims to provide an overview of the regulatory requirements and highlight key areas that are 
relevant to RE investment considerations in 8 ASEAN Member States that are active in the RE space. We hope 
that this snapshot analysis of the region’s RE market can assist you as you consider how best to capitalise on the 
opportunities that lie within.
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Government 
Policy

Although Cambodia lacks a concrete policy on RE, the government is taking significant steps towards regulating  
the sector.

In 2018, the government enacted for the first time a solar generation regulation, i.e. the “Regulation on General  
Conditions for Connecting Solar PV Generation sources to the Electricity Supply System of the National Grid”.

The Ministry of Mines and Energy (“MME”) also published the “National Policy on Rural Electrification by Renewable 
Energy”, which aims to provide access to reliable, safe electricity services, with minimal impact on the environment  
and at an affordable price for rural communities. The policy also aims to encourage the efficient generation,  
transmission and distribution of electricity using RE technologies.

Ministry in 
Charge MME

Regulators

• MME
• Electricity Authority of Cambodia (“EAC”)
• Ministry of Economy and Finance
• Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction
• Ministry of Environment
• Council for the Development of Cambodia Office of the Council of Ministers

RE Systems

There are no established systems other than the procedure for connecting Solar PV Generation sources to the  
Electricity Supply System of the National Grid or to the Electrical System of a Consumer connected to the  
Electricity Supply System of the National Grid.

*Note: Only big consumers (medium voltage consumers) and bulk consumers (high voltage consumers) are allowed to 
install solar PV system and synchronise with the national grid.

Payment 
Arrangements

• Based on the terms and conditions of the PPA. 
• If required under the PPA, the government may grant a governmental guarantee of payments.

Rate per unit/
Tariff

The rate is determined based on the agreement between the investor and the Electricite du Cambodge (“EDC”)  
(owned by MME and Ministry of Energy and Finance) in the PPA, with the approval of the EAC. 

The type of RE, the location, and the type of consumers are factors that are also taken into account when  
determining the rate.

Incentives

• Lower tariff rates on certain imported goods related to RE.
• Electricity generation enterprises are exempt from Value Added Tax.
• Long term PPAs for renewable electricity production for large scale producers. 
• RE projects receive priority in dispatch.

Foreign Equity/
FDI Restrictions

N/A.

*Note: Ownership of land by investors is only permitted for individuals and entities with Cambodian nationality.
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Financing 
Schemes

If required under the PPA, the government may grant a governmental guarantee of payments.

•	 Rural	 Electrification	 Fund	 (REF): Provides loans for technical assistance, project finance and operations for  
mini/micro hydro, biomass and solar PV.

•	 Green	 Microfinance	 Programme;	 Good	 Solar	 Initiative	 certification	 programme	 for	 solar	 PV:	 Assists villagers  
to obtain loans to purchase solar energy systems and helps build the capacity of local technicians.

•	 Concessional	 debt	 finance	 package:	 Provides USD9.2 million debt finance package to its first solar farm  
development (Bavet).

•	 Credit	 Line: Provides Agence Française de Développement (“AFD”) credit line to commercial banks focusing on  
power and water investments.

•	 Electricity	Distribution	Fund: Provides financial support to enhance the extension of power grids.

Types of RE 
resources

• Solar
• Wind
• Hydro
• Biomass
• Biogas
• Biofuel
• Geothermal (minor activity)

Licenses/
Approvals

• Generation licence from EAC;
• Investment approval from the Council for the Development of Cambodia, if applicable;
• Construction permit from the Ministry/Department of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction to build 

the investment site;
• Procurement Approval from the relevant government authorities to import machinery, equipment and material, if 

applicable; and
• Approval on Environmental Impact Assessment from the Ministry of Environment.

Prescribed 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

There is no prescribed form, but the PPA will be subject to approval from the Royal Government of Cambodia.

Duration of 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

30 years from the start of commercial operations.

Penalties for 
non-availability The penalties for non-availability are defined in the Implementation Agreement.

Income taxable? Yes. An exemption on income tax may apply if the respective project is given the status of Qualified Investment  
Project by the Council for the Development of Cambodia.
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Government 
Policy

The Government commits to increase the electricity supply based on RE to be 45.2GW in 2025 and 167.7GW in 2050  
by issuing the Presidential Regulation No. 22 of 2017 on the National General Master Plan of Energy.

In order to achieve the target mentioned above, the following are the Government’s energy development plans:
• forming a RE business entity to develop, use, and/or purchase RE;
• applying and improving “feed in tariff” as an electricity payment scheme;
• compiling guidelines for energy subsidies by the Regional Governments which budgets are allocated in the  

Regional Budget;
• budgeting the RE infrastructure development continuously for remote areas with no electricity;
• assigning the infrastructure financial institution to fund RE construction projects; and
• developing small electricity systems with RE basis for electricity supply in remote areas which are unreachable  

by the grid.

Ministry in 
Charge Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (“MEMR”)

Regulators

• President
• National Energy Council (Dewan Energi Nasional)
• MEMR, specifically under:

- Directorate General of New Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
- Directorate General of Electricity

• Foreign Investment Coordinating Board (“BKPM”)
• Regional Governments.

RE Systems

• Tariff ceilings based on the published PT Perusahaan Listrik Negara’s (“PLN”) cost of generation provision (commonly 
referred to as BPP or Electricity Generation Basic Costs (Biaya Pokok Penyediaan Pembangkitan)) is applicable at the 
time of signing of the PPA.

• FiT system: A definitive single feed-in tariff is applicable for municipal waste energy, regardless of where the  
project is located and when the project achieves commercial operation. The tariff already includes the transmission  
cost to PLN’s transmission lines, without negotiation, without escalation, and is effective once the plant achieves  
commercial operation in accordance with the agreed schedule in the PPA.

Payment 
Arrangements

• Based on the terms and conditions of the PPA with PLN.
• Contractual guarantee between Independent Power Producer (“IPP”) and PLN in the relevant PPAs.
• Under certain conditions, IPPs may receive a business viability guarantee from the Government through the  

Ministry of Finance (“MoF”) to secure certain payment obligations of PLN under PPA.  

Rate per unit/
Tariff

• The rate is determined by:
(i)   benchmarking against the BPP in the region where the project is installed; or
(ii)  based on negotiations between IPP and PLN.

• Municipal Waste
(i)   for projects of up to 20MW, the tariff is USD13.35/kWh; and
(ii)  for projects of more than 20MW, the tariff is determined based on the following formula:

Tariff (USD cents/kWh) = 14.54 - (0.076 x capacity).

Incentives

• Fiscal incentives;
• Ease of licensing and non-licensing;
• Determination of power purchase price from each RE resource;
• Establishment of separate business entity for the purposes of procuring power to be sold to PLN; and
• Subsidies.

Foreign Equity/
FDI Restrictions

• Micro power plants (less than 1MW) are closed for foreign investment;
• Small power plants (1 to 10MW) are open for foreign ownership of up to 49%;
• Small geothermal power plants (more than or equal to 10MW) are open for foreign ownership of up to 67%; and
• Power plants with a capacity less than 10MW are open for foreign ownership of up to 95% or 100% for PPP projects.

INDONESIA



Financing 
Schemes

Most RE IPPs seek funding from private financial institutions.  Financing remains as one of the key hurdles for IPPs in 
developing RE projects.

In order to increase funding ability for PLN to run the RE projects, the Government provides support in financial  
facilities in the form of: 
• capital contribution by the State;
• foreign loans;
• loans from financial institution; and/or
• tax incentives based on the applicable laws.

•	 Viability	Gap	Fund
The Government may provide support in the form licensing, land acquisition and cash payments to fund some 
relevant construction costs.
*Note: this is only available for Public Private Partnership (“PPP”) Project scheme.

•	 The	Infrastructure	Financing	Fund
PT SMI, the infrastructure financing fund, was assigned by the Government to manage the geothermal fund, as 
follows:
• lending; 
• equity participation; and/or 
• the supply of geothermal data and information.
*Note: this is only available for the PPP Project scheme.

Types of RE 
resources

• Solar
• Wind
• Hydropower
• Biomass
• Biogas
• Municipal waste
• Geothermal
• Ocean thermal energy movement and conversion
• Biofuel

Licenses/
Approvals

• Electricity power supply business licence;
• Building construction permit;
• Environmental Management Efforts/Monitoring and Environmental Effect Assessment Forestry Area Borrow and Use 

permit (as applicable); and
• Other technical, manpower and operational permits and licenses.

Prescribed 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

Yes. The law requires PPAs to contain provisions on:  
• rights and obligations of the parties; 
• risk allocation;
• performance bond;
• commissioning and Commercial Operation Date (“COD”);
• tariffs adjustment conditions;
• dispute settlements; and
• force majeure.

Duration of 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

30 years depending on the type of RE.

Penalties for 
non-availability

Penalties may be imposed to the IPP if the actual value (i.e. availability factor/capability factor, heat rate, and other 
technical matters) is not in accordance with the values agreed in PPA.

Income taxable? Yes. A flat rate of Income Tax is currently due at 25% of taxable profits. This rate will however adjust with the  
prevailing tax rules (i.e. there is no guarantee of rate stability).
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Government 
Policy

The Government of Lao PDR launched the RE Development Strategy in October 2011, which became the main policy 
framework for the development of RE in the country. This strategy targets to increase the share of RE in total energy 
consumption to 30% by 2025. In addition, the government also aims to substitute 10% of transport fuels by biofuels 
during the same period.

Ministry in 
Charge Ministry of Energy and Mines (“MEM”).

Regulators

• Department of Energy Business (“DEB”) 
• Department of Energy and Mines (“DEM”) in Vientiane Capital and provincial levels
• Office of Energy and Mines (“OEM”) in district and municipal levels
• Ministry of Science and Technology
• Institute of Renewable Energy and New Materials (“IRM”)
• Institute of Renewable Energy Promotion (“IREP”)

RE Systems Subject to internal regulations of supervising authority and internal document of generator, there has yet to be an 
established RE system.

Payment 
Arrangements

• Based on the terms and conditions of the PPA. However, there is no standard PPA form and comprehensive  
centralised policy on coordination of payment in PPA. 

• In general circumstance, government guarantee and undertaking is not available. Other types of payment guarantee 
shall be as agreed between the parties to the PPA.

Rate per unit/
Tariff

The rate is determined based on the agreement between investor and electricity generator, subject to the applicable 
policy of supervising authority.
*Note: MEM is currently developing regulation on pricing of RE to facilitate the goal of promoting activities in RE industry.

Incentives

Under Lao PDR Law, activities that involve the promotion of efficient use of natural resources and energy are classed  
as a promoted sector. RE will therefore be entitled to several incentives, including:
• Profit (Corporate) tax exemption for up to a period of 10 years depending on the location of the project;
• Value added tax and duty exemption;
• Exemption of rental and concession royalty of state land for up to a period of 10 years depending on the location of the 

project;
• Land-related incentives; and
• Investors may also negotiate with the investment promotion authority or relevant sectors for additional incentives to be 

granted.

Foreign Equity/
FDI Restrictions

Domestic and foreign investments in RE businesses are considered an investment in a concession business, thereby 
subjecting to the requirement to satisfy the conditions for the issuance of the investment licence by the MPI, which 
includes:
• incorporating as a legal entity;
• having experiences and proven records of past achievements in the industry;
• being in a financially sound position or having sufficient capital as certified by a domestic or foreign financial institute;
• having been through a project feasibility study process;
• entering into a memorandum of understanding and concession agreement with the Laos government;
• having sufficient technical and specific knowledge and experience; and
• complying with other relevant regulations.

Financing 
Schemes

Investors in Lao PDR, including those investing in RE projects, may seek loans from financial institutions from within and 
outside of Lao PDR. 

In the event of offshore loans, the prior approval of the Bank of Lao PDR shall be sought.

LAOS



Types of RE 
resources

• Solar
• Hydropower
• Biogas
• Biofuel
• Wind
• Biomass
• Solid waste
• Geothermal

Licenses/
Approvals

• Electricity generation business license from MEM or authority under the supervision of MEM;
• Investment approval from the Ministry of Planning and Investment at the central level;
• Concession Agreement with Lao government;
• Construction permit for the project; and
• Environmental Impact Assessment compliance certificate issued by Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment.

Prescribed 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

There is no prescribed format of PPA.

Duration of 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

The duration of PPA is subject to the agreement between the parties and the terms of concession agreement of  
relevant investors.

Penalties for 
non-availability N/A

Income taxable? Yes. However, it is eligible for Profit (Corporate) tax exemption for up to a period of 10 years depending on the location 
of the project.
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Government 
Policy

There is a commitment to increase the contribution of RE to an overall fuel mix from 2% to 20% by 2025.

*Note: The RE policy and systems highlighted here only apply to Peninsular Malaysia and the state of Sabah as the state 
of Sarawak is separately regulated by the state’s own Electricity Ordinance.

Ministry in 
Charge Ministry of Energy, Science, Technology, Environment and Climate Change

Regulators

• Energy Commission of Malaysia (“EC”) is the Regulator for the overall electricity industry in Peninsular Malaysia and 
Sabah.

*Note: Sustainable Energy Development Authority (“SEDA”) is the implementing agency for the Feed-in-Tariff System 
(“FiT System”) and Net Metering System (“NEM System”).

RE Systems

• FiT System: An eligible person may apply to SEDA to generate and sell RE using relevant renewable resource,  
subject to the capacity quota and the FiT rate published by SEDA in respect of such relevant renewable resource.  
The distribution licensee (refers to the entity licensed by the EC to distribute electricity) is obliged to purchase  
electricity produced from renewable resources from feed-in approval holders.

• NEM System: A mechanism where an eligible consumer installs a solar photovoltaic (“PV”) system primarily for  
his own use with excess energy (kWh) being exported to the grid with every 1kWh exported to the grid being  
offset against 1kWh supplied by the Distribution Licensee to such consumer.

• Large Scale Solar (“LSS”) Programme: EC invites private sector companies through open competitive bidding to  
build, own, and operate LSS PV plants to supply and sell energy to the power utility company (currently, Tenaga  
Nasional Berhad in Peninsular Malaysia and Sabah Electricity Sdn. Bhd. in Sabah) at the tariff to be proposed by the  
LSS PV plant developer and accepted  by the EC. The EC has recently launched the third LSS tender in February  
2019 with capacity to be tendered from 1MW to 100MW with a target aggregate capacity of 500MW in Peninsular 
Malaysia, where the LSS PV plants are expected to be commissioned in 2021.

Payment 
Arrangements

• FiT System: Payments by the Distribution Licensee in accordance with the contractual payment obligation of the 
distribution licensee under the Renewable Energy PPA (REPPA) with the source of funds being derived from the RE Fund 
which is contributed by electricity consumers based on the “polluters pay” principle, currently prescribed at the rate of 
1.6% of the total bill for electricity usage exceeding 300kWh.

• NEM System: This system adopts the “one-on-one” set-off framework whereby every 1kWh of electricity exported to 
the grid will be offset against 1kWh imported from the grid at the gazetted tariff.

• LSS Programme: Payments by the relevant power utility company based on the tariff proposed by the LSS PV plant 
developer in its bid and accepted by the EC in accordance with the contractual payment obligation of the power utility 
company under the PPA.

Rate per unit/
Tariff

• FiT System: The published and gazetted basic FiT rate is currently between RM0.2210 and RM0.8249 per kWh,  
depending on the RE source and capacity of the RE installation, subject to an annual degression rate.

Bonus FiT rate, which is currently between RM0.0199 and RM0.1550 per kWh, applies when the criteria for bonus 
conditions are satisfied (e.g. for solar, locally manufactured solar PV modules are being used or the RE installation is 
being used as installation in building or building structures; for biogas, the use of landfill, sewage gas or agricultural 
waste including animal waste as fuel source).

• NEM System: Based on the current electricity rate with “one-on-one” set-off framework.
• LSS Programme: Based on the tariff proposed by the RE generator in its bid and accepted by the EC.

Incentives

• Investment Tax Allowance (“ITA”) for Green Technology Project (“GTP”)
ITA of 100% of qualifying capital expenditure incurred on a GTP from the year of assessment 2013 until 2020.  
The allowance can be offset against 70% of statutory income in the year of assessment. Projects, which have been 
approved with FiT for solar by SEDA are not eligible for the ITA.

• ITA for Purchase of Green Technology Assets (“GTA”)
ITA of 100% of qualifying capital expenditure incurred on a GTA from the year of assessment 2013 until 2020.  
The allowance can be offset against 70% of statutory income in the year of assessment.

• Income Tax Exemption for Green Technology Services
Income tax exemption of 100% of statutory income from the year of assessment 2013 until the year of assessment 2020.

MALAYSIA



Foreign Equity/
FDI Restrictions

• FiT System 
- Foreign equity shareholding is limited to 49%. 

• NEM System 
- No restriction, as long as the individual or company is a registered consumer of the power utility company.

• LSS Programme
- Foreign equity shareholding is limited to 49%.
- For a consortium of legal entities, foreign equity shareholding in the consortium is limited to 49%.

Financing 
Schemes

The Green Technology Financing Scheme 2.0

RM2 billion is being made available by the Government from January 2019 to end of 2020 where the Government  
will subsidise the financing interest cost of RE producers charged by the financial institution by 2% for the first 5 years.

Types of RE 
resources

FiT System 
• Biogas (including landfill gas & agricultural waste)
• Biomass (including solid waste)
• Small Hydropower
• Solar Photovoltaic
• Geothermal

NEM System 
Solar Photovoltaic (installed on rooftop of buildings or on garage, car park or similar buildings).

LSS Programme
Solar Photovoltaic.

Licenses/
Approvals

All power generators are required to obtain power generation licenses from the EC except where:
• the installation uses its own source of generation with capacity of the generator 5kW and below; or
• the installation uses photovoltaic system or solar panel for purpose of generating electricity with capacity of the 

generator up to 24kW (for a single phase system) or up to 72kW (for a three phase system).

Prescribed 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

• FiT System: The feed-in-approval holder is required to enter into a prescribed Renewable Energy PPA with the 
distribution licensee.

• NEM System: The consumer is required to enter into a prescribed NEM Contract with the power utility company.

• LSS Programme: The bidder awarded with the bid by the EC shall enter into a PPA with the power utility company.

Duration of 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

• FiT System: A duration of 21 years for small hydropower and solar photovoltaic technologies and a duration of 16  
years for biomass and biogas resources.

• NEM System: The NEM Contract will remain in force unless otherwise terminated by either party or cancellation of  
the main electricity contract.

• LSS Programme: A duration of 21 years.

Penalties for 
non-availability

• FiT System: Yes. Governed under REPPA

• NEM System: There are no penalties for non-availability.

• LSS Programme: Yes. Governed under PPA.

Income taxable?

• FiT System: Yes.

• NEM System: No, as “one-on-one” offset framework is being adopted.

• LSS Programme: Yes.
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Government 
Policy

In December 2015, the Ministry of Electricity and Energy (“MOEE”) adopted the Myanmar Energy Master Plan to be 
implemented between the period 2014 to 2035. Specifically relating to RE, the National Renewable Energy Policy  
was adopted in January 2015. MOEE is aiming to generate between 8 to 9% of the country’s electricity through 
renewable sources of energy by 2030 whilst hydropower will remain as an important source of energy contributing  
up to 38% of the country’s energy mix.

Ministry in 
Charge MOEE

Regulators MOEE and the Department of Renewal Energy and Hydropower Plants under MOEE.

RE Systems

At present, there are few detailed regulations for tariffs, legal terms, environmental aspects or other aspects of power  
sector investments. Most of the rules governing a power sector investment are found in the project’s contractual 
documentation that establishes the concession, such as the PPA or Build-Operate-Transfer arrangements with the 
Government. There is however an unofficial “Model PPA” that has been adopted by the Electric Power Generation 
Enterprise (“EPGE”).

Payment 
Arrangements

• Based on contractual arrangements under the PPA concluded with the EPGE. The EPGE is the state-owned single off  
taker of electricity from public and private producers. EPGE then on-sells it to various decentralised organisations  
such as the Electricity Supply Enterprise, the Yangon Electricity Supply Corporation and the Mandalay Electricity  
Supply Corporation for distribution.

• There is generally a take-or-pay commitment whereby EPGE commits to purchase a guaranteed minimum output  
at an agreed tariff. Regarding guarantees, there is a framework for government sovereign guarantee by the Union 
Government through the Ministry of Planning and Finance, but it requires approval by the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw  
(National Assembly) and is therefore very difficult to obtain. On a lesser level, there have been projects where 
a contractual government guarantee is provided by EPGE regarding payment obligations. This form of guarantee is 
contractual and does not include bank-backed guarantees.

Rate per unit/
Tariff

The rate is calculated according to the PPA and under the Electricity Rules 2017 where the power producer proposes  
a tariff rate. There are ‘tariff principles’ under the Electricity Rules for proposing the rate. Other than that, no general  
tariff has been published by the government and vary between PPAs entered into between EPGE and power producers.

Incentives

• General incentives under the Myanmar Investment Law 2016, where a power produce applies for an investment  
licence, known as an “MIC Permit” or “MIC Endorsement”; and

• Income tax holidays (up to seven years), long-term land use rights, custom duties exemptions for machinery, 
equipment and materials, right to deduct accelerated depreciation, and right to deduct expenses for “Power 
Generation, Transmission and Distribution” and specifically “Production of RE” or “Power generation, transmission  
and distribution by using solar power, wind power and underground thermal power” or “Engineering services 
for power generation and transmission by using solar power, wind power and underground thermal power” which  
are activities on the list of “promoted sectors”.

Foreign Equity/
FDI Restrictions

100% foreign ownership is possible. In the electricity sector, power projects that are small or medium scale which 
are below 30MW are restricted to foreign investors. Therefore based on the categorisation of a ‘foreign company’,  
foreign participation must be below 35% equity ownership. Further, control of electric power system and inspection  
of electrical business is not permitted to be carried out by foreign investors. Such activities may only be carried out  
by the Government.

Financing 
Schemes

There are no specific financing schemes. Most power producers will need to seek private funding from financial  
institutions or development banks. 

*Note: Generally, the power producer will also have to adhere to a debt to equity ratio of a range between 3:1 or 
4:1. Myanmar is a member of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency since 2013, which provides political risk  
insurance. Therefore, in principle this means that political risk guarantees can be provided for investments in Myanmar.

MYANMAR



Types of RE 
resources

• Hydropower
• Solar
• Wind
• Biomass
• Biofuels
• Geothermal

Licenses/
Approvals

• Power Generation Permit (“PGP”) granted under the Electricity Law 2014 and Electricity Rules 2015; and
• MIC Permit (for incentives and land use rights).

Prescribed 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

Yes, there is a Model PPA for hydropower projects. This is very new, since 2018, therefore earlier PPA’s largely vary  
in terms and conditions. The recent PPAs by the Government are however focused on making sure that the PPAs  
would be internationally bankable.

Duration of 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

30 years.

Penalties for 
non-availability Yes, this is governed under the terms of the PPA.

Income taxable?
Yes. However, a power generation is a ‘promoted sector’ that has tax holiday incentives. 

*Note: See “Incentives” above for further information.
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Government 
Policy

The Philippine Energy Plan (“PEP”) 2017–2040 is the Department of Energy’s (“DOE”) blueprint to secure the country’s 
energy future. It was created after a thorough review of the current energy agenda and the inclusion of inputs from 
regional consultations. The formulation of the PEP paved the way for the identification of sectoral energy road maps  
vital to increased energy access and security. By 2040, the PEP sectoral road maps intend to:
• increase the RE installed capacity to at least 20,000MW;
• increase reserves and production of local oil, gas and coal;
• deliver: (i) quality, reliable, affordable, and secure power supply; (ii) expanded access to electricity; and (iii) a 

transparent and fair power sector playing field;
• provide nationwide electricity access;
• improve downstream oil industry policies for the continuous supply of high quality and quantity petroleum products;
• establish a world-class and investment driven natural gas industry in the Philippines;
• secure a stable energy supply through a technologically responsive energy sector; and
• reduce energy intensity and consumption.

In light of the aim to increase the country’s RE installed capacity to at least 20 000MW, around 16,949MW of potential 
RE capacities are expected, with hydro contributing to about 10,792MW, followed by solar (4,081MW), wind (1039MW), 
geothermal (684MW), and biomass (326MW).

Furthermore, the DOE led the formulation of the National RE Programme (“NREP”), in consultation with its  
stakeholders. The NREP is intended to ensure that the policies, mechanisms and rules mandated by the RE Act are put 
into action.

To realise the country’s RE goals, the NREP:
• institutionalises a comprehensive approach to address the challenges and gaps that prevent and/or delay wider 

application of RE technologies in a sustainable manner; and
• outlines the action plans necessary to facilitate and encourage greater private sector investments in RE development.

On a per technology basis, the NREP intends to:
• increase geothermal capacity by 75%;
• increase hydropower capacity by 160%;
• deliver additional 277MW biomass power capacities;
• attain wind power grid parity with the commissioning of 2,345MW additional capacities; and
• mainstream an additional 284MW solar power capacities and work towards achieving the aspirational target of 

1,528MW.

Ministry in 
Charge Department of Energy (“DOE”)

Regulators

• President of the Philippines;
• DOE;
• Energy Regulatory Commission (“ERC”);
• National Transmission Corporation; and
• National Grid Corporation of the Philippines.

RE Systems

• FiT
Solar, wind, hydro or run-of-river, or biomass; and

• Net-metering
Solar, wind, biomass or biogas energy systems, or such other RE systems not exceeding 100kW in power generating 
capacity, capable of being installed within the customer’s premises.

Payment 
Arrangements

• End-users belonging to the contestable market (i.e. consuming a monthly average peak demand of 750kW)  
are free to negotiate PPAs directly from registered Retail Electricity Suppliers, which are not subject to any price  
regulation or review by the ERC, but cannot have a term longer than 2 years. 

• Wholesale PPAs between generation companies and distribution utilities generally provide for a longer term of 10  
to 25 years, but are subject to various regulatory conditions by the ERC before these are approved. 

• Guaranteed payments are part of the PPA (through the FiT system approved by the ERC). Government guarantee 
payments are not available.

PHILIPPINES



Rate per unit/
Tariff

• Biomass: PHP6.60 / kWh (or USD0.1269).
• Run-of-river hydro: PHP5.87 / kWh (or USD0.1129).
• Solar: PHP8.68 / kWh (or USD0.1669).
• Wind: PHP8.53 / kWh (or USD0.1640).

Incentives

• Income tax holiday for 7 years. 
• Duty-free importation of RE machinery, equipment, and materials within the first 10 years.
• Special realty tax rates. 
• Net operating loss carry over, for tax purposes, to be carried for the next 7 years. 
• Lower corporate tax rates and other tax exemptions.
• Tax credit on domestic capital equipment and services.

Foreign 
Equity/FDI 
Restrictions

At least 60% of the outstanding capital stock of the RE company must be owned by Philippine nationals.

Financing 
Schemes

• Bank loans in accordance with terms and conditions with the bank.
• Private equity investment from domestic and international funds, in accordance with the terms and conditions with 

such funds.

Types of RE 
resources

• Hydropower/Run-of-river
• Solar (ground and rooftop)
• Wind
• Biomass
• Geothermal

Licenses/
Approvals

• SEC Certificate of Incorporation;
• DOE Certificate of Endorsement and RE Service Contract;
• ERC Certificate of Compliance or FiT Eligibility;
• Bureau of Internal Revenue Certificate of Registration;
• Local Government Unit Business Permit;
• Department of Environment and Natural Resources (“DENR”) Certificate of Non-Overlap and Environmental 

Compliance; and
• Other regulatory safety, environment, labour, and land use approvals.

Prescribed 
Power 
Purchase 
Agreements

Some provisions are prescribed by the ERC for wholesale PPAs.

Duration 
of Power 
Purchase 
Agreements

Depends on the type of RE and provisions in the PPA, but it ranges from 10 to 25 years.

Penalties 
for non-
availability

N/A

Income 
taxable? Yes. However, see “Incentives” above (in the form of tax reductions and/or exemptions) for RE companies.

Felix T Sy
Managing Partner

Insights Philippines Legal Advisors
(a member of ZICO Law)

felix.sy@insights-law.com
t. +63 2 903 1290
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Government 
Policy

The government plans to increase the contribution of RE to 30% of the overall contribution by 2032 pursuant to  
the Alternative Energy Development Plan. 

According to the Power Development Plan 2018, the Ministry of Energy uses bioenergy to solve the waste  
management problem in the community and encourages the operation of RE business by providing different types  
of benefits including the Investment Promotion, Investment Grant, and Energy Conservation Promotion Fund.

Ministry in 
Charge Ministry of Energy (“MoE”)

Regulators

• MoE
• the Energy Regulatory Commission (“ERC”)
• the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (“EGAT”)
• the Metropolitan Electricity Authority (“MEA”)
• the Provincial Electricity Authority (“PEA”)

RE Systems FiT: Solar, wind, biomass, biogas, small hydro, and municipal solid waste.

Payment 
Arrangements Based on the terms and conditions specified in a PPA with the EGAT, the MEA, or the PEA.

Payment 
Guarantees 
& Power 
Purchasers

Payment depends on terms and conditions specified in a PPA with the EGAT, the MEA, and the PEA. There is no  
government guarantee.

Rate per unit/
Tariff

• Solar:
Resident Rooftop: 
- THB6.85 per unit for electricity generation capacity more than or equal to 90MW
Commercial Building/Factory Rooftop: 
- THB6.4 per unit for electricity generation capacity 10 to 250kW
- THB6.01 per unit for electricity generation capacity more than 250 to 1,000kW
Waste
Mixed Management:
- THB6.34 per kWh for electricity generation capacity more than or equal to 1MW
- THB5.82 per kWh for electricity generation capacity between 1 to 3MW
- THB5.08 per kWh for electricity generation capacity between less than or equal to 3MW
- THB5.82 per kWh for electricity generation capacity between 1 to 3MW

• Landfilled:
- THB5.60 kWh for all capacity
Biomass
- THB5.34 per kWh for electricity generation capacity ≤ 1 MW
- THB4.82 per kWh for electricity generation capacity between 1 to 3MW
- THB5.08 per kWh for electricity generation capacity between less than or equal to 3MW
- THB5.82 per kWh for electricity generation capacity between 1 to 3MW
Biogas
- THB5.34 kWh for all capacity
Hydro Power
- THB5.34 per kWh for electricity generation capacity more than or equal to 200kW
Wind Power
- THB6.06 per kWh for all capacity

Incentives

A RE business may receive investment promotion from the Board of Investment (“BOI”), which the business operator 
would be granted:

Tax incentives:
• Up to 8 years Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”) exemption without a cap;
• Import duties on machinery exemption; and
• Import duties on raw materials used in production; for export exemption.

Non – tax Incentives:
• 100% foreign ownership;
• Permission to own land; and
• Permission to bring skilled workers and experts to work in Thailand.

THAILAND



Foreign Equity/
FDI Restrictions

None. In the case of a foreign justice person incorporated under the foreign law, it is required to have branch office  
in Thailand. 

Financing 
Schemes

•	 Investment	Grant:	
Renewable projects may be subsidised from 10% to 30% of the projects investment capital from the Energy Policy and 
Planning Office and the Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency; and

•	 Energy	Service	Company	(“ESCO”)	Fund:
Equity investment by the Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency, equipment leasing, ESCO 
venture capital, credit guarantee facility and technical assistance are available to support renewable energy projects.

Electricity producers signing PPAs with the EGAT, the MEA, or the PEA may be granted a loan of up to 100% of the  
investment capital of the projects with the maximum 12-year loan term from Kasikorn Bank, a commercial bank  
in Thailand.

Types of RE 
resources

• Solar power;
• Wind power;
• Biomass;
• Biogas;
• Small hydro;and
• Municipal solid waste.

Licenses/
Approvals

• Electricity generation licence;
• Electricity transmission system licence;
• Electricity distribution system licence;
• Controlled energy generation licence;
• Electricity generating factory licence;
• Construction permit; and
• EIA approval.

Prescribed 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

Yes, there is a prescribed format of PPA.

Duration of 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

20 to 25 years depending on the type and size of RE.

Penalties for 
non-availability

Based on the EIA, any person operating in the energy industry without an energy industry licence is liable to criminal 
penalty.

Income taxable? Yes. Corporate income tax (“CIT”) rate is up to 20%. However, if granted with investment promotion from the BOI,  
the business operator would receive up to an 8-year CIT exemption without a cap.

Threenuch Bunruangthaworn
Executive Partner

ZICO Law Thailand

threenuch@zicolaw.com
t. +66 2 6777 588
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Government 
Policy

In 2016, the government approved the revised National Power Development Master Plan for the 2011 to 2020 period, 
with a vision for 2030.

The plan aims to increase the share of RE to around 7% by 2020 and above 10% by 2030 and reduce the use of  
imported coal-fired electricity.

Ministry in 
Charge Ministry of Industry and Trade (“MOIT”)

Regulators

• Prime Minister
• MOIT
• Electricity Regulatory Authority of Vietnam
• Industrial Safety Techniques and Environment Agency

RE Systems
• FiT: Solar, wind, biomass and waste;
• Avoided Cost Tariff: Small hydro; and
• Net metering: Rooftop solar.

Payment 
Arrangements

• Based on the terms and conditions in the PPA with Vietnam Electricity (“EVN”), the state-owned company, and sole 
purchaser of generated electricity. 

• Contractual guarantee with EVN per terms of PPA.  No government guarantee and undertaking available.

Rate per unit/
Tariff

• Solar: 
USD0.0935 kWh for projects completed prior to 30 June 2019 (30 June 2020 for Ninh Thuan Province).

*Note: Draft Decision published 6 April 2019 proposes varying level of FiT rates ranging from USD0.067 kWh to 
USD0.1087 kWh beginning from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2021. FiT rates vary depending on location (four regions) and 
technology (four forms: floating, ground-mounted, integrated storage, and rooftop).

• Wind:
- USD0.085 kWh Onshore
- USD0.098kWh Offshore

• Biomass:
- USD0.058 kWh Co-gen (CHP)
- USD0.074 kWh Other

• Waste:
- USD0.1005 kWh Direct Burning
- USD0.0728 kWh Burning Landfill Gasses

• Hydro:
- Avoided Cost Tariff

Incentives

• Tax holidays (exemption period and reduction period);
• Import duties on equipment exemption;
• Land rent exemption; and
• Low interest loans.

Foreign Equity/
FDI Restrictions N/A

Financing 
Schemes

RE projects may seek a loan of up to 70% of the investment capital of the project from the Vietnam Development  
Bank for a maximum 12-year loan term.

Government funding may be available for research and technology for pilot projects.
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Types of RE 
resources

• Hydropower
• Solar (ground, floating, integrated storage, and rooftop)
• Wind (onshore/offshore)
• Biomass (Co-Gen/Other)
• Waste (direct burning/landfill gas burning)
• Geothermal

Licenses/
Approvals

• Electricity generation licence;
• Construction permit;
• Investment approval; and
• Other regulatory safety, environment, labour, and land use approvals.

Prescribed 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

Yes, there is a prescribed format of PPA.

Duration of 
Power Purchase 
Agreements

20 years (depending on the type of RE).

Penalties for 
non-availability N/A

Income taxable? Yes. CIT rate is 20%. Exemption and reduction periods may apply.

Kevin Hawkins
Co-Executive Partner

ZICO Law Vietnam

kevin.hawkins@zicolaw.com 
t. +84 28 3915 1000
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Key milestones of programmes under the APAEC:

ASEAN Power Grid (APG)
• Six out of the 16 power interconnection projects 

for the APG have been implemented, connecting 
Singapore and Peninsula Malaysia, Thailand 
and Peninsula Malaysia, and via Thailand to  
Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam, with a total 
of 3,489MW in power exchanges and purchase 
achieved. New initiative being rolled out to 
explore cross-border power trade involving four 
ASEAN Member States. 

• The pilot project, entitled “Lao PDR, Thailand, 
Malaysia, Singapore (LTMS) Power Integration 
Project (PIP)”, will serve as a pathfinder to 
enhance multilateral electricity trading beyond 
neighbouring borders towards realising the APG.

1 CARI, ‘Aec Blueprint 2025 Analysis an Analysis of the ASEAN Cooperation in Energy’ (28 March 2017).
2 CARI, ‘Aec Blueprint 2025 Analysis an Analysis of the ASEAN Cooperation in Energy’ (28 March 2017).
3ASEAN Community Progress Monitoring System 2017
4 ASEAN Community Progress Monitoring System 2017

Trans-ASEAN Gas Pipeline (TAGP)
• 13 bilateral gas pipeline interconnection projects 

connecting six countries bilaterally and with a 
total length of approximately 3,673km have been 
successfully commissioned. 

• Progress of the TAGP infrastructure development 
includes (i) the new B17 joint development 
area gas pipeline to Kerteh, Malaysia, which 
would expand the total pipeline from 3,270 to 
3,673km; (ii) development of four LNG terminals 
in the Philippines; (iii) ongoing development of 
Singapore’s LNG infrastructure and additional 
regasification facilities; and (iv) expansion of 
capacity of the Map Ta Phut LNG terminal in 
Thailand.1

Coal and Clean Coal Technology
• ASEAN Coal Database and Information System (ACDIS) was launched in 2012 and today contains comprehensive 

data on, among others, coal resources, prices, projects, and country profiles. 
• Between 2006 and 2014, installed power capacity from renewable sources had more than doubled, bringing 

the total installed power capacity to 197,581MW, with 26.1% contribution from RE. Overall in that period, it  
represents 28,000MW of new renewable power capacity built, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)  
of 10.25%. 

• Lao PDR and Vietnam have performed well in the use of RE sources. Lao PDR has relied on hydro power mostly in 
meeting its national power demand. Vietnam increased its renewable power capacity to 12GW between 2006 and 
2014, much higher than the average in the rest of ASEAN of 1.76GW.2

Energy Efficiency and Conservation
• Data indicates that most ASEAN countries have reduced their primary energy intensity levels. Indonesia,  

Lao PDR, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Singapore have reduced their energy intensity by at least 20% from  
2005-2015 while in contrast Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia and Vietnam increased their energy intensity levels.3 

Renewable Energy 
• Cambodia and Myanmar have the highest share in total primary energy supply with more than 60% while  

Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam are within the 30-50% range while Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand  
have renewable energy shares lower than 20.4

Milestones Under ASEAN’s Plan of Action 
for Energy Cooperation (APAEC) (2016-2025)
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ZICO Law is a network of leading independent local law firms focused on ASEAN. With a presence in 18  
cities in all 10 ASEAN member countries, our over 300 lawyers enable our clients to enjoy value-added  
legal services by leveraging on a combination of local expertise and regional insights.
More about us: www.zicolaw.com
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